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"CAR" button on the system

NAVI-TUNER mode of main page

  3.Press the "CAR" button on the infotainment  
     system for , display would switch  2 seconds
     from original mode to NAVI-TUNER mode  
     of main( ) page.icon frame
  

  1.Start the vehicle.

  2.Power on the infotainment system.
  

There are NAVI/TV/DVD/DVR/REAR CAMERA
/AUX/MIRACAST/FRONT CAMERA/SETTING 
channels. Users can click the icon to enter  
the channel.corresponding 

All setting had already been set correctly by 
the system provider. Please DO NOT enter   
the "SETTING" channel to set it.
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OFF: Amplifier ON

ON: Amplifier OFF

OFF: for Original PDC (Radar)

ON: for GMS PDC  (Radar)

OFF: for MIB-400x240 System

ON: for MIB-800x480 System
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Reserve

Reserve
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If Front Camera has been set, users can 
enter the Front Camera channel while starting 
off to prevent the front side of impact.

Anytime, press "MEDIA" button for , 2 seconds
display would switch to NAVI channel directly.

Auto switch to Rear Camera channel Switch to NAVI channel by hotkey

PDC parking line

Anytime, in "R" gear, display would switch  
to Rear Camera channel, and pop out the
PDC parking line to prevent the rear side 
of impact. Then, out "R" gear, display would 
automatically switch back to the previous 
frame before reversing

Switch display to Original mode Front observing while starting off   

Users do never change the setting

Beside "Power" & "MUTE" buttons

Beside the "Power" and "MUTE" buttons,  
press any button, display would switch to the  
original mode of corresponding page.

If Front Camera has been set, out "R" gear, 
display would switch to Front Camera 
channel first and stand for the time has 
been selected, then automatically switch 
back to the previous frame before reversing.

Front camera channel

Hotkey for switching to NAVI channel

If the system works improperly or is out of 
work, users please do never change the 
setting.

Please just contact with the system provider 
to solve issues.

X

Switch to another channel

Press "CAR" button
For switching to another channel, press the  
"CAR" button for , display would 2 seconds
switch to NAVI-TUNER mode of main(icon 
frame) page.

Then select and click the icon which you  
want to switch to, display would switch to  
the corresponding channel.

Click icon

Continue to next page(P3)................


